Measure Your
Productivity Checklist
Productivity is more than calculations, team meetings and paper
processes. Looking at how technology is utilised in your business too
will give a far more accurate measure of how productive you really are
and highlight achievable, tangible changes that will transform output.
Complete our checklist to see how you stack up.

User experience

To enable interactivity, please open in Chrome or Adobe Acrobat

NO

NOT
SURE

YES

On-site and remote workers have access to appropriate
hardware to do their jobs to a high standard
Remote workers have access to home WiFi capable of
handling business requirements
Remote workers have easy and secure access to all
core and business critical applications, i.e. Office 365
and CRM, via a remote desktop or VPN
Email filtering is in place to automatically filter spam,
phishing, impersonation attacks and malicious files
Website filtering is in place to restrict access to certain
websites, i.e. social media and eCommerce
Website filtering is in place to prioritise bandwidth for
business purposes
Business-grade AV and firewalls are installed on all
devices, without affecting connection speed
Apps have 95% uptime on average
All users are trained and comfortable with new or home
working processes
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Integration
and automation

NO

NOT
SURE

YES

Business critical apps are integrated with one another, for
example ERP with SharePoint or OneDrive
Business critical apps such as ERP and CRM are
integrated with both cloud and on-premise data sources
Business critical apps are integrated with third party data
sources or systems, i.e. partners, suppliers or distributors
Hardware and software speak to one another, either
through BI tools or IoT integration
Workflows are utilised for manual tasks, such as
converting invoices, copying email attachments to shared
cloud storage or sending payment reminders
Workflows are utilised for HR tasks such as training
modules and onboarding documentation upon job
acceptance
Workflows are utilised for granting user data access
based on certain criteria
AI tools are utilised to manage urgent responses,
such as late attendance notifications or social media
complaint acknowledgement
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Project and
client management

NOT
SURE

NO

YES

Project management software is used for collaborative
team tasks such as SharePoint, Trello, Monday.com etc
All users have access to video call and meeting software,
ideally within a productivity suite like Microsoft 365
Endpoint backup is active on all relevant machines, to
automatically find and backup any files that “slip the net”
Data syncs in real-time across applications, i.e. job
documents in project management software or stock
levels in ERPs
Real-time collaboration on documents is possible
Data is copied into a shared, ideally cloud-based location
Time tracking software is utilised

TOTAL SCORE

0

Check the following page to find out
what your score means
RESET CHECKLIST
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If you scored 52-72
Productivity perfection!

Your business is doing a great job utilising technology to aid its productivity goals, and your
teams are supported with a healthy IT estate that enables them to get more done, with
precision, and with less time. If you’re not doing so already, we recommend supplementing
existing tech and integrations with Artificial Intelligence, Business Intelligence and Internet
of Things devices, especially if you’re a manufacturer.
With new cyberthreats evolving that specifically target remote and flexible workforces,
we always advise a cybersecurity audit to pinpoint hidden risks and ensure your
productivity is watertight from external threats.

If you scored 39-51
Practical, but room for improvement.

Your IT definitely meets the fundamental productivity needs but your score suggests that
there are quick wins waiting to be had, with just a few technology tweaks or investments.
Perhaps real-time data syncing and document collaboration could streamline projects,
or deploying some simple workflows can free teams from laborious tasks and divert their
focus toward business strategy or relationship building. There’s a chance your cybersecurity
could be reinforced or expanded too, so we recommend booking a cybersecurity audit to
mitigate any malicious threats to productivity.

If you scored 24-38
Time for productivity TLC.

Perhaps a rapid shift to remote working diverted attention and resources, or demanding
customers have pulled you away from strategic IT conversations. Whatever the cause
of your productivity woes, take your score as a sign that IT needs to work harder and
smarter for you in 2021. Get in touch with Starcom and a business technology expert can
recommend manageable, cost-effective and multi-tasking productivity IT solutions that
enable you to get more done with less, while being cyber-secure!
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